BOLD signal in the motor cortex shows a correlation with the blood volume of brain tumors.
To investigate whether and how the blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) functional MRI (fMRI) signal is modified by brain tumors. The BOLD signal depends on the perfusion, which in turn may be affected in the presence of a tumor. Some studies have demonstrated a reduced BOLD signal in the tumor-bearing hemisphere. The BOLD signal variation in the motor cortex area was studied with finger tapping in a brain tumor group and a control group. An a priori volume-of-interest (VOI)-based method was applied that allows quantification of the mean BOLD signal amplitude and extent of activated volume. BOLD signal amplitude and activated volume were correlated with the extent of edema, a mass effect on the central sulcus, tumor volume, distance of tumor to somatosensory cortex, and tumor blood volume. In the tumor group the ipsilateral activated volume was reduced by 21% (P = 0.025) and the mean signal amplitude was reduced by 16% (P = 0.004). The mean BOLD signal amplitude shows a significant correlation with the total intratumoral blood volume (P = 0.014). We concluded that the peritumoral perfusion was reduced resulting due to a tumor aspirating perfusion (steal phenomenon).